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CULTURE OF CARING MOMENT

Julie Chang, VP and Executive Advisor to Chair & CEO Steve Demetriou

Welcome to the launch of our new Jacobs Strategy – Boldly Moving Forward…. I’m Julie Chang, a career

economist with a life-long commitment to sustainable communities, and now Vice President and Executive

Advisor to Jacobs Chair and CEO Steve Demetriou.

At Jacobs we start every meeting with a culture of caring moment.  By starting with culture, we connect to

our purpose, are reminded of our values, and are challenged to live up to our vision of Jacobs. So …

whether you are joining from your home or office …. if you would, please raise your right hand and stretch

it as high as you can.  OK – is it as high as you can reach?  Now stretch it higher.  Come on … a little higher.

This culture of caring moment is a reminder to us that the limits to what’s possible are held in our minds.

So again, welcome to the Jacobs 2025 strategy – boldly moving forward.
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BOLDLY MOVING FORWARD

Steve Demetriou, Chair and CEO

Thank you, Julie.

Our culture is a cornerstone of our success… and has proven to be a competitive advantage that enables

us to be agile, innovative, collaborative, and transparent — today and into the future.

For those of you I haven’t met, I’m Steve Demetriou, Chair and CEO of Jacobs.

The culture of caring we have created… has its roots in Jacobs’ focus on safety… which is known as

Beyond Zero – and has evolved to embrace every facet of our culture.  By being relentless, we make sure

our culture supports and aligns with our aspirations and collective goals, …. and releases the creativity of

our visionaries, thinkers, and doers. … uniting our people through our values and our purpose to create a

connected sustainable world.

In 2015, we started our culture journey with empowerment and accountability…incorporating inclusion,

innovation and inspiration into the very fabric of the company. As part of that, I believe our emphasis on

Inclusion has been the single most important underpinning of our success.

Over the past 5 years we have shifted our Executive Leadership Team from all male to a team today that is

55% female. The same is true of our board of directors… which is now 30% female, with overall Board

diversity standing at 50%. Over the past few years…we have been expanding our new college graduate

program and approximately 45% of all new graduate hires are female.  In addition, we have been

improving year-over-year in all other diversity categories.

At Jacobs we firmly believe… that ‘if you can see it … you can be it’ … and we are committed to continue

to advance in this area. All of our Vice Presidents and above… have personal inclusion goals each year,

which are measured as part of their performance and compensation.

And it’s not just about numbers or statistics – it’s about every one of our people and the collective strength

we take from their unique perspectives, ambitions, and dreams. Our continued success depends on

creating programs that are meaningful to them. We are building on our strong foundation and driving an

agile learning culture based on unparalleled trust, where employees can thrive, innovate and grow.

Our culture is a living thing, the foundation for excellence and the basis of our success. You’ve heard me

say that we are focused on becoming a company like no other.  Well, it’s not a destination – it’s

continuously evolving.    The world … our people … our clients … are changing all the time … so we must
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be agile and resilient in doing the same. In many ways, our culture needs to anticipate the future and move

forward with it. And in delivering on our purpose, our values are critical:  We do things right.  We aim

higher.  We challenge the accepted. And We live inclusion.

Over the last five years we have also made some significant moves to reshape and transform the company

… executing on a series of strategic portfolio moves, resulting in tremendous growth and value creation.

 We increased our exposure to higher growth and higher value sectors…delivering ahead of the market

and … significantly increasing adjusted operating profit margin from 6.8% in 2016 to 10.1% in 2021.

 We set ourselves on a path to sustained growth … anchored on innovation and emerging solutions.

And building on our proud legacy, we further established ourselves as leaders by investing in attractive

industry sectors …

… such as water, environmental and semiconductors through CH2M

… cyber and Space intelligence, through KeyW

… clean energy and defense through Wood Nuclear

… outcome-driven strategic and digital advisory through PA Consulting

… and now computing at the edge and data solutions and technology platforms with The Buffalo

Group, BlackLynx and StreetLight Data acquisitions.

At the same time, the global pandemic and the events of the past two years became a defining period in

how we operate as a company … demonstrating not only our resiliency, but also how we put our people

first and embed a sense of what it means to be a part of Jacobs.

 Over the last 5 years, we have achieved an average annual net revenue growth of approximately 7% … a

nearly 350 basis point improvement in our adjusted operating margin … 15.7% annual growth in adjusted

operating profit … all while increasing our return on invested capital.

We have been rewarded for our transformation … and our market cap is up more than $11 billion … up

approximately 250% since 2015.

This strong performance now enables us to take advantage of global trends and significant market

opportunities – taking the company to new heights.
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We are going to move boldly forward into 2025 – continuing our aggressive shift to create a fully inclusive,

technology-forward company – producing the critical solutions of tomorrow. We are united by our purpose

and recognize that the keys to success in the future will be different from those of today.    We need to

remain agile ... focus on where our clients need us most … address major challenges … such as (global

constraints on labor) … and fully leverage data and technology. By shaping our future, we will produce

out-sized results.

Let me give you some insight into how we created our strategy . . .

Starting in March of last year we took a deep dive into global trends, capabilities, and markets …. to

understand the largest opportunities, their projected spend and their growth rates. The conclusion of this

strategic review reinforced that our decades of deep domain expertise and capabilities squarely align with

the most attractive markets.

This puts us in a unique position – and creates a GREAT opportunity – to further strengthen our

competitive advantage across our core sectors by accelerating the development and scaling of

differentiated products and solutions.

To provide focus and enable success, we have boiled it down to three needle-moving accelerators.

First …. As a purpose-led company, we know we have a pivotal role to play in addressing the climate

emergency. We consider this not only good business … but our duty to channel our technology-enabled

expertise and capabilities toward benefitting people and the planet. The legacy we want to create for

future generations is one of betterment … and Jacobs is uniquely positioned to deliver integrated, end-to-

end solutions across the entire Climate Response value chain.

Public and private capital is flowing increasingly towards responsible and socially inclusive investments

that create transformational change. And as a leader in Climate Response, we are at the heart of delivering

that change.

In fiscal year 2021, we generated approximately $5.3 billion of revenue… directly related to the delivery

of climate solutions around the world, and across all of our markets …  especially in water, transportation,

energy and the environment.

And Climate Response is part of our broader ESG focus. In fact, on an overall ESG basis, we measured our

Fiscal Year 21 ESG revenue at approximately $6.1 billion. We will continue to invest and grow these

solutions … and our goal is to further our global climate leadership position through 2025.
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Next is Consulting & Advisory …. In 2020 we bought the majority of London-based PA Consulting. This

visionary move established our position in high end advisory services, aligning directly with our strategy

and creating a springboard to expand in high value offerings beyond the core.

Jacobs and PA are collaborating across key end markets, with several significant wins already in hand.   In

a short period of time, PA’s performance has far exceeded our expectations, with 2021 year-on-year

revenue growth of 33% and EBITDA growth of 59%. Critical to our investment thesis is accelerated

development of the US market, where the combination of Jacobs’ broad and deep client relationships and

PA’s unique capabilities puts us in a highly competitive position.

And our third accelerator centers on Data Solutions. … Our clients are going through a rapid digital

transformation … looking for ways to capitalize on their data more than ever before …  to empower

innovation and ingenuity … leveraging technology to unlock better outcomes.

As a result, our clients around the world expect data-driven solutions to replace traditional methods of

analysis which are time and labor intensive – and in the process improve the quality and speed of decision-

making.

… and tied to Data… is Cyber.  The increase in digital transformation, coupled with the deepening

penetration of data-driven systems and smart, connected infrastructure, is developing a multi-market

challenge around cyber …. driven by the increase in ransomware and other cyber-attacks globally.

This challenge translates into a huge global opportunity across Jacobs’ entire public and private client

base.

As our clients move from labor-based solutions, we have positioned ourselves at the forefront of this

growth … adding digital capabilities, products and tools to serve a growing set of customers.

We have an impressive platform in place of more than 5,000 data scientists, software engineers, security

experts and application developers to enhance how we serve our clients. The opportunity is NOW to

aggressively grow in this sector.

What’s really important to note… is that all three of these accelerators cut across the entire organization

and open up tremendous opportunities with existing and new clients.  These accelerators create our focus

on where we intend to deploy capital over the next several years.

Also exciting, is the timing of the unprecedented infrastructure investment – including the $1.2 Trillion

Infrastructure, Investment and Jobs Act in the United States.  We have mobilized a Program Management
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Office to capitalize on the significant client opportunities across the country.  Our forward pipeline is

growing, and we expect the momentum to accelerate as we finish this year and move into 2023 and

beyond.

To successfully deliver on our new bold and disruptive strategy, there are two things top of mind:

…. the first is people – the capacity to deliver at pace and scale.   We have a unique ability to flex our

global integrated delivery platform to work seamlessly around the world… capitalizing on our depth and

breadth of skills for increased capacity and efficiency.  In addition, our proprietary automation

technologies accelerate real-time collection, analysis and processing at the edge … helping us unleash

critical skills. Bottom line is that this is a key advantage for us versus our competitors.

Secondly, we recognize that to achieve this bold and disruptive strategy we need to adjust certain aspects

of our operating model. We took a key step with the recent announcement on both our Critical Missions

Solutions leadership transition, and our newly named Divergent Solutions business unit.

Regarding Critical Mission Solutions … as we were launching our previous strategy in 2019, I asked Dawne

Hickton to step off the Jacobs board to lead and help transform this line of business. Over the last 3 years,

Dawne has done just that: successfully leading a cultural transformation while driving a significant increase

in exposure to high growth, higher value businesses. This included integrating four key acquisitions and

building a new cyber and intelligence unit that is a catalyst for our new strategy. And most importantly,

she has positioned the business for the future by developing an impressive leadership succession plan. So,

with the launch of our new strategy, we recently announced the promotion of Steve Arnette to lead Critical

Mission Solutions. As Dawne moves on from the company, I want to thank her for her leadership.

In addition … to execute on our strategy of becoming a leading data solutions player, we recognize the

importance of forming a focused unit to create the critical mass and unleash the momentum to drive data-

enabled solutions horizontally across the enterprise. We will do that through our new Divergent Solutions

business unit … led by Caesar Nieves. While we have initiated the launch of this new unit, Divergent

Solutions will not be fully operationalized until approximately Quarter 1 of Fiscal Year 2023. Bob and

Kevin will provide more insights a bit later. These moves, in concert with the strength of our existing

business, create focus and momentum to deliver on the bold outcomes that we expect.
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Kevin will outline the specifics of our strong revenue growth and returns.  However, we have developed

some additional metrics to drive accountability for delivering on the bold aspects of our new strategy. The

key ones are:

 From a culture standpoint, we are focused on achieving our aspiration of what we call 40:40:20 gender

diversity across the entire Jacobs organization … which means 40% women, 40% men, and 20% any

gender enterprise wide.

 In the area of climate response, we are targeting 100% of Jacobs projects across all sectors to

contribute to climate response or include ESG scope by 2025

 As we look to drive this bold and disruptive shift to become a true data and technology company, we

anticipate that 30% of total Jacobs net revenue will be tied to consulting, data and technology

solutions and products ….

 …and specifically, by 2025 we want to drive our consulting and advisory talent base to be 10,000

strong.

In summary … with our relentless focus on mobilizing, energizing, and inspiring the entire organization …

we are confident in our ability to deliver on this strategy.

Our vision of the future is exciting. By addressing the most pressing challenges of today we will continue to

create value… for the world and all Jacobs stakeholders.

Now I’ll turn it over to Bob Pragada, President and Chief Operating Officer to share how we’re going to

execute on our new strategy …

DELIVERING THE VISION

Bob Pragada, President & Chief Operating Officer

It’s been an exciting journey for Jacobs, and more is yet to come!

The foundation we built and the culture we fostered give us an incredibly strong platform to launch the

next step in our journey.

For several years, we have been making strategic portfolio decisions that strongly align with the most

attractive secular growth trends.

We are now experiencing a material upswing across all our addressable markets, as we embrace

generational growth opportunities, and most exciting…we see this trajectory continuing through 2025

and beyond.
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This outlook, coupled with the breadth and depth of our expertise and our ongoing investments in

technology and innovation creates a future that is highly favorable to Jacobs. Our global delivery model

enables us to serve our clients with expertise from around the world…share best practices… innovate

across markets and geographies… and truly differentiate Jacobs.

Driving additional growth within Jacobs are our three Strategy accelerators that Steve introduced earlier.

Climate Response, Consulting & Advisory and Data Solutions cut across all our markets. They create a

clear connection between global market trends, the solutions we deliver for our clients, and our company

purpose.

Let’s begin with a closer look at Climate Response.

Independent market research indicated that approximately $3-4 trillion dollars of private sector capital

will flow into global climate response by 2025, and the primary investment themes – decarbonization of

power… low-carbon mobility… and new energy generation – are strongly aligned with the work that

Jacobs is already delivering.

Public sector capital is equally responding to these trends as well as natural resource stewardship. In the

United States alone, more than half of state governments have released or are developing climate action

plans, with over 400 cities representing a third of the American population having done the same. Many

other countries are even further down this path. These trends continue to drive evolutionary change in the

markets we serve, and we are in the sweet spot of capturing these opportunities.  Our key differentiators

include:

 Our long-standing industry leadership in Water, Environmental and Transportation, as well as our

evolving leadership in electric vehicle manufacturing.

 An expanding suite of capabilities and solutions aligned to Energy and Health.

 And our integration with the other two accelerators… Consulting & Advisory and Data Solutions…

which we’re taking to a new level with priority investments and industry partners.

Jacobs is a world leader in Climate Response solutions today, and we are focused on continuing to grow

our portfolio and leadership position into the future. We mobilized our Office of Global Climate Response

& ESG under the leadership of Jan Walstrom to drive this accelerator across our business, fully

incorporating PlanBeyond, Jacobs’ global sustainable business approach, and delivering on the company's

purpose to create a more connected, sustainable world.

Let’s hear from Jan on the size and scope of this opportunity.
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Climate Response

Jan Walstrom, SVP Office of Global Climate Response & ESG

Thanks for that overview, Bob. Let me put a finer point on what we’re focusing on.

The World Economic Forum identified the three most severe risks over the next decade as being led by

climate action failure, extreme weather, and biodiversity loss. Also in the top ten were environmental

damage, and the natural resources crisis.

As a global leader in Infrastructure, Energy & Environment, Cities & Places, Health & Life Sciences,

Advanced Manufacturing, National Security and Space, Jacobs’ Climate Response Accelerator is directed

at mitigating these global risks and building long-term resilience…with a focus on delivering solutions in

four broad areas:

 Beginning with Energy Transition, where clean, zero carbon energy will have the single, biggest impact

on reducing global warming. In the UK, we’re working with RWE, a leading global renewable energy

company, to investigate the production and supply of green hydrogen from local and grid connected

renewable energy. The current concept has the potential to lead to one of the largest hydrogen

production facilities in the world. And in the US we have been engaged to design enabling

infrastructure for a large offshore wind development in the Northeast - ultimately in support of the

global transition toward a cleaner energy future.

 Next, Decarbonization, where the transport sector alone contributes approximately one quarter of all

annual energy-related greenhouse gas emissions. In Brisbane, Jacobs is serving as technical advisor to

develop the fleet and transport network for new battery electric, bi-articulated vehicles – the first of

their kind in Australia. And, in the U.S., we’re working as part of ElectReon’s team to deliver – for the

Michigan Department of Transportation – the nation’s first shared public electric road system with

wireless inductive charging.

 A third critical area is Adaptation & Resilience, where countries, cities, communities and businesses

must accelerate efforts for adapting to the impacts of climate change today and in the future. Jacobs

is the program manager on two critical climate response initiatives in the US. First, for the Port of San

Francisco Waterfront Resilience Program, we’re working to preserve and fortify the 100-year-old

Embarcadero Seawall for sea level rise adaptation, flood protection and earthquake resilience. And

second, for Pacific Gas and Electric we’re leading efforts to underground 10,000 miles of power

lines…located in and near high fire-threat areas… in response to California’s evolving climate

challenges.
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 The final area, Natural Resource Stewardship, focuses on protecting and conserving the natural

resources that we depend on for our existence. In Singapore, Jacobs has been an integral partner to

the Public Utility Board’s integrated water management strategy for more than 35 years. . And in

drought-stricken California, we’re providing engineering design services for the multi-decade Delta

Conveyance Program which, when complete, will secure clean water for 27 million people and three

million acres of agricultural lands.

As outlined, our climate response solutions, that we co-create with our public and private sector clients,

are making a difference in building a healthier, safer, more sustainable and resilient future for all.

Consulting & Advisory

Bob Pragada

That’s awesome, Jan – so much to get excited about in Climate Response! We are confident that the size of

the climate response impact and our strong leadership in this accelerator will result in 50% of the

Company’s overall growth by 2025.

You heard from Steve earlier that we have clearly and boldly moved into Consulting & Advisory through

our majority investment in PA Consulting. Consulting & Advisory is about moving deeper into our client's

business… helping them conceptualize their future. We have the expertise to advise our clients on how to

shape and realize that future... and we have the unique ability to go beyond traditional consulting firm

approaches with our combined Jacobs-PA team.

So why is this skillset a market accelerator? Today our clients are facing the most disruptive period ever.

Their need for technical and strategic advisory services has never been more critical. However, the

traditional consultancy playbook is ineffective in resolving our clients’ underlying needs. Our combined

expertise with PA allows us to utilize a distinctive applied technology approach that comprehensively and

uniquely solves our clients’ challenges. This approach encompasses the strategic application of our

cutting-edge product design.... large-scale capital investment advisory …and use of cloud infrastructure

technology.

Our investment in PA has set a disruptive new standard for how to accelerate growth and increase our total

addressable market. We’ve experienced synergies with PA across our target sectors, particularly in Health

& Life Sciences, National Security, and Energy while expanding PA’s global footprint. This strategic

accelerator continues to unlock new and exciting growth opportunities and, as an enabler capability,

allows for us to access approximately 25% more of our clients’ available spend.
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Our next accelerator is Data Solutions… which is intimately tied with our company purpose as we strive to

connect the world in sustainable and secure ways.

All our markets are increasingly data-driven, and the collection, analysis, processing and application of

data is fundamental to our design and management of infrastructure …, and protection of our national

security.

Our data science expertise and training capabilities are world class. Our portfolio continues to deepen, as

we’ve seen through our recent acquisitions which add industry-leading edge computing, cloud and data

collection technologies to our suite of expertise.

We have also strengthened our domain expertise organically, with continued investment in capabilities

such as geospatial analytics and software-enabled services. We now have over 5,000 professionals

providing data and cyber-related solutions around the globe.

With costly data breaches up nearly 20% in the past year, it is imperative that we drive Data and Cyber

together into everything we do.

At Jacobs, we are harnessing the power of securely managed data to help our clients make informed,

reliable and timely decisions about their business, and operate in a safe environment that stimulates

innovation and activates controlled risk-taking. Let’s hear more from Caesar Nieves.

Data Solutions

Caesar Nieves, EVP Divergent Solutions

 Data – and the security of it – are transformational forces in the world. It is embedded in every decision,

interaction and process, and drives all markets. As Bob said, we have world-class capabilities, and have

expanded that expertise across the infrastructure and private sector markets.

There are four key parts to our value proposition:

First, data collection. We collect, analyze and derive solutions from data that we obtain from a broad

spectrum of technologies and platforms, from real-time water and environmental sensors to our earth and

space observation capabilities.

Second, analysis: We securely integrate and analyze data from across the lifecycle of our clients’ assets to

deliver innovative, value-add solutions that transform the way those assets are managed and utilized.
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Third, security. We’ve matured this expertise through the development of technical solutions for global

security agencies and we are expanding these capabilities across critical infrastructure and private sector

clients.

And fourth, the combination of the first three value propositions allows our clients to make more effective

and real time decision making.

Here are two great examples of how this all comes together… starting with our most recent acquisition,

StreetLight Data. We have used proprietary software to ingest massive, multi-modal, mobility data, in

secure and anonymized ways. This optimizes capital deployment through actionable transport planning

insights for our long-term client, the Texas Department of Transportation.

We are also partnering with leading platform providers to deliver outstanding new solutions to our clients,

such as the recently announced partnership with Palantir Technologies. Together with Palantir’s Foundry

Platform, we are ingesting, processing and analyzing enormous amounts of water treatment plant

operating data in a secure environment. This allows us to predict system breakdowns, reduce energy

consumption, lower operating costs, and make material positive contributions to our client’s ESG impacts.

Our Data capabilities and unique offerings serve and serve as a catalyst for our business growth as private

and public sector budgets continue to increase.

Lines of Business

Bob Pragada

Thanks Caesar. The use of data is changing the world at the fastest pace ever. We are transforming as a

Company to capitalize on it. Later I will speak in more detail about our next bold move on our technology

journey – the formation of Divergent Solutions.

The successful track record of our two lines of business—Critical Mission Solutions and People & Places
Solutions, sets the precedent for how we serve our markets… and now, our enabling platforms of PA
Consulting and Divergent Solutions further strengthen our ability to drive value for our clients.

Let’s go to Steve Arnette and Patrick Hill, to discuss the outlook for their businesses in the coming years.

Critical Mission Solutions

Steve Arnette, EVP & President Critical Mission Solutions

Critical Mission Solutions is in the business of providing technical, engineering, scientific and program

management services to some of the largest organizations in the world...and we are focused on continuing

to leverage the cross-cutting impact of advanced technology and digital solutions to accelerate our
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business. Our growth targets are bold, and we are continuing to enhance our portfolio with higher-margin

opportunities and robust top and bottom-line growth.

Our portfolio represents a strong focus on Space, Energy & Environment and National Security... all

markets with significant capital spend and robust investment. Jacobs also enjoys a leadership position with

long-term client relationships and a strong track record of performance.

The space domain is a foundational market for Jacobs and one in which we see exciting growth

opportunities. For decades, we have provided technical and scientific services, and research and

development supporting deep space exploration for NASA… with programs such as Space Launch System

for the Artemis missions and Perseverance on Mars. This work stimulates innovation and also facilitates

technology transfer across our company. An example is our Intelligent Asset Management offering, which

originated from the early use of predictive analytics at multiple NASA Centers and is now being widely

utilized for Department of Defense installations across the US.

For the Energy & Environment market we are leveraging strong relationship with agencies such as the US

Department of Energy and the ITER program in Europe, to advance fusion, hydrogen and energy waste

technologies. As an example, we have advanced our modular reactor solutions for commercial clean

energy clients and will continue to invest in Energy Transition across Jacobs.

With a strong focus on national security, we are delivering systems engineering and digital solutions to our

defense and security clients enhancing their mission effectiveness while expanding our margin profile.

This allows us to form the capability bridge between commercial providers, emerging technology firms

and governments, through expanded strategic partnerships with an integrated solutions framework.

We’re excited and remain committed to our Critical Missions Solutions business and the positive impact it

is having on global security, space exploration, and our energy future. With our market leading position,

coupled with solid growth in the sectors, we are forecasting higher revenue growth potential than previous

years, at 6-9%.

Now I’ll turn it over to Patrick Hill.

People & Places Solutions

Patrick Hill, EVP & President People & Places Solutions

Our People & Places Solutions line of business has industry-leading global capability in technical

professional services...and our skillsets position us uniquely to capture the unprecedented public and

private investment we’re seeing in all of Jacobs’ geographies.
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Our ambitions over the three-year strategy period are focused in five key markets: Infrastructure, Energy &

Environment, Cities & Places, Advanced Manufacturing and Health & Life Sciences. The previous discussion

on accelerators has covered some of these markets, so I’d like to focus on Advanced Manufacturing and

Health & Life Sciences.

In Advanced Manufacturing, where the digital and electronic future is being created…and supply chain

challenges are being addressed… we are building on the explosive demand in the Electric Vehicles sector

to become one of the largest global solutions providers for EV infrastructure. We are also partnering with

the largest multinational technology companies to design and deliver new manufacturing facilities to

solve the global semiconductor chip shortage, and to create the “next generation” of green and

sustainable data centers. We are now a global leader in the manufacturing supply chain of the

semiconductor and electric vehicle sectors.

In Health & Life Sciences, where Jacobs supported COVID-19 vaccine production and emergency planning

for over-extended healthcare facilities, we are working to redefine pharmaceutical drug delivery platforms

and supply chains, and in the case of vaccines propelling the technology shift from traditional

manufacturing to mRNA technologies. We are also strengthening local and national health systems and

facilities to withstand future public health challenges and improve patient outcomes through advisory and

data-driven solutions.

Our major programs cut across all our markets. We are a world-leader in running major program delivery,

partnering with our clients to oversee the execution of mega projects ranging from FIFA World Cup venues

in Qatar to Suedlink, the world’s longest underground power cable that is delivering wind and solar power

throughout Germany.

These strengths, combined with our growth accelerators…our ability to attract and retain world-leading

talent…the assembly of our global teams at speed and scale…and our innovative culture…allow us to

capitalize on the various economic stimulus programs implemented by most of the countries in which we

serve. And these stimulus programs center on infrastructure modernization…the cornerstone of People

and Places’ expertise. Financially, we are forecasting a strong 6-9% of revenue growth in the strategy

period. With an exit velocity in 2024 on the high end of that range.

I’ll now hand over to Tom Meinhart, who leads our Growth and Sales, to talk about our ambitious efforts to

leverage the US infrastructure modernization opportunity.

US Infrastructure Investment & Jobs Act

Tom Meinhart, SVP Growth & Sales – Americas
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 The U.S Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act includes nearly $1.2 trillion in infrastructure spending,

with $550 billion in new funding during the next five years. Of that $550 billion approximately 90% has

been allocated to markets for which we hold recognized leadership

At a high-level, the major categories of investment are in the transportation and water markets where

Jacobs leads the industry, and in key focus areas catalyzed by all three accelerators, such as Energy,

Resilience, and the expansion of Broadband.

We enter this generational funding increase with positive momentum in our foundational business as

evidenced by our recent sales bookings.

In several cases, our teams are already being brought in by clients, to help determine how best to design

and manage the delivery of resilient, sustainable, and equitable infrastructure projects. Consequently, our

deep installed base of current framework and master services agreements with both state Department of

Transport and Water agencies ensure immediate access to programs as funding becomes available.

Given the significance of this funding opportunity for our clients and for Jacobs, we have established a U.S.

Infrastructure Program Management Office. The PMO is dedicated to making sure we support our clients

at this critical time. Specifically, through grant writing, enhancement of social value, increased diversity

supplier partnership, and incorporating climate response considerations.

Through confirmation we’ve already received from our PMO, we fully expect our overall pipeline of new

opportunities across the country to accelerate the achievement of our growth targets.

Bob Pragada

 We are really excited about the fantastic outlook for our PA Consulting business. PA’s revenue and margin

growth forecasts are impressive, with top line forecasted to grow 12-15% annually, and continue to

exceed the overall growth projections of the Consulting market, which sit at approximately 10% - further

amplifying the potential for our Consulting & Advisory accelerator. Let’s hear more from PA’s CEO, Ken

Toombs.

PA Consulting

Ken Toombs, CEO PA Consulting

At PA, we’re bringing ingenuity to life. We’re truly differentiated in the market with our focus on delivering

high value, end-to-end innovation.
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We create value for our clients…by accelerating new growth ideas from concept through design and

development and into commercial success. We build new products and services and improve the customer

experience. For example…we’ve developed a digital handheld medical device for U.S.-based start-up

Bearpac Medical that relieves pain for palliative care patients. And we create value by revitalizing

organizations – enabling them to build the leadership, culture, systems, and processes to make innovation

a reality.  We’ve transformed Philips to achieve faster and more focused innovation and Vestas, the largest

wind turbine company in the world, to drive clean energy innovation with new ways of working.

We also differentiate ourselves in two major ways:

 We have an incredibly diverse team of experts with different backgrounds, experiences and ways of

thinking,

 and world-class capabilities including digital; design and engineering; strategy and business design;

and economics and analytics.

The coming together of our people and capabilities creates tremendous value that other firms simply can’t

match. We’re winning new work and gaining new clients every day and expanding our geographies in real

time. Underpinning this is a long-term repeatable client base and now with an industry leading partner

and investor in Jacobs.

The future is very exciting. With our capabilities and end-to-end innovation skills, we’re perfectly

positioned to respond to the megatrends driving unprecedented change and creating incredible

opportunities.

As PA and Jacobs continue to deepen our strategic partnership, our combined value proposition offers our

clients solutions far beyond traditional consulting and engineering firms, while expanding our addressable

market. The future is indeed bright!

Bob Pragada

As you can see, we are well positioned with strong leadership in the markets we serve. Our existing

portfolio, coupled with accelerators that are changing the face of the world, strongly sets up our lines of

business to achieve growth at a rate of one and a half to two TIMES the composite growth rate of the

markets we serve. Additionally, we are setting our net revenue growth target in the high single digits for

both lines of business... with adjusted operating profit growth of 10+%. As we continue to deliver increased

value for our clients, we expect to drive adjusted operating profit margin improvement of approximately
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100 basis points for the combined lines of business. Growth expectations for PA Consulting remain

STRONG with double digit revenue growth and adjusted OP growth of up to 15%.

Divergent Solutions

Now I’d like to discuss Divergent Solutions . . . an exciting move we previously announced that directly

aligns with our growth accelerator around data.

As we finalized our strategy, we determined that creating a unit with the focused purpose of developing

and delivering innovative, next generation cloud, cyber, data and digital technologies, and platform

solutions … across the entire Jacobs enterprise … would accelerate growth by creating scale in the skills

and business approaches necessary to increase value for our clients’ business.

It also gives us the opportunity to integrate and leverage the successful transformation initiatives over the

past three years around our innovation platform – Beyond If; as well as Digital Transformation and several

operational efficiency initiatives driven through Focus 2023.

Effective April 1, Divergent Solutions will operate as a supporting unit to our Critical Missions and People &

Places lines of business for the balance of fiscal year 2022, with the expectation of achieving a fully

reportable unit during Q1 of Fiscal Year 2023.

Under the leadership of Caesar Nieves, who you met earlier, the core Divergent Solutions team have

established the organizational framework for facing the market through three units. Let’s hear from them

now:

Richard Price, SVP Cyber & Intelligence Solutions – Divergent Solutions

 Hello, I’m Rich Price and I’m leading Cyber & Intelligence Solutions. Today this is our market-leading

cyber and intelligence business – providing data and secure solutions across multiple domains:  land,

air, sea, cyber and space. Included in my unit is the opportunity to scale our remote sensing capabilities

across a broad base of our infrastructure business through technologies like our state-of-the-art digital

aerial imagery. We’re excited to expand our reach beyond the federal government sector and into state

and local government and the private sector.

Heather Wishart-Smith, SVP Technical & Innovative Solutions – Divergent Solutions

 Hi, I’m Heather Wishart-Smith. The Advisory and Innovative Solutions unit is focused on advising and

preparing our clients on the processes, and technologies to deliver secure compelling experiences,

digital acceleration and innovation.  Our focus is on growing our data solutions to critical infrastructure
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and private sector clients, while leveraging Jacobs’ established innovation platform – Beyond If.

Building on our current success we are energized by our added depth and reach – and the ability to

solve our global clients most difficult challenges.

Amer Battikhi, SVP Platforms, Technologies & Software Solutions – Divergent Solutions

 I’m Amer Battikhi, and I’m heading up our Platforms, Technologies & Software Solutions segment.  In

this part of the business, we are focused on expanding Jacobs’ position as part of our clients’ digital

ecosystem … through creating next generation solutions with software platforms, technologies and

platform-enabled services. An exciting part of this unit is the partner ecosystem we are expanding and

integrating including our venture capital investments. What I love is the ability to help our clients

create value from data securely to better serve their customers.

Bob Pragada

These 3 sub-units will all have vertical access to client markets and horizontal partnership underpinning

the lines of business.

This is one of the boldest moves in our strategy and potentially in the history of the company, and I am

confident in the ability of our fantastic leadership team to deliver on our growth ambitions. Divergent

Solutions will be a critical enabler to the entirety of our business and drive meaningful value for our

clients’ business.

We’ve mapped out what our business will look like by 2025 by propelling our portfolio to a greater

proportion of high-value solutions. This shift to high value, higher margin solutions is already happening

… and with our existing client base!

We are extremely excited about what the future holds for Jacobs. From our strong existing business

serving markets with robust growth, to the additional growth prospects unlocked by our accelerators and

catalyzed by our world-class capabilities with PA Consulting and Divergent Solutions, we are boldly

moving forward.

Like so much of our success at Jacobs … it really is about our culture and our people. Let’s hear from

Shelie Gustafson, our Chief People and Inclusion Officer on what we’re doing to drive the next step change

in culture with our new strategy.
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BRINGING IT BACK TO PEOPLE

Shelie Gustafson, EVP Chief People & Inclusion Officer

Thank you, Bob.

A bold and disruptive strategy requires a culture that fosters the mindset, talent and capabilities to drive

growth and performance.  To support this, we are creating a culture that attracts and retains the world’s

best thinkers, doers and innovators … because our talent IS our differentiator.

Our culture today is helping us to be resilient and competitive … And our vision for the future is a culture

that evolves, while continuing to foster a sense of camaraderie and belonging … inspires our people to

excel … and engages them to co-create to deliver amazing client solutions.

Throughout the strategy process we challenged ourselves and our people to ask: “What if . . .?”

What if… video

We are embracing these opportunities as we execute on our new strategy!

With record setting inflation worldwide … the race for talent heating up … pressure on new ways of

working … and the expectations from the workforce ever-changing, it’s critical that we lead through these

challenges.  I’ve invited Shannon Miller, head of Enterprise Risk Management and Talent Experience to join

me to discuss how we will continue to nurture our culture and create a resilient, prepared and engaged

workforce.

Shannon Miller, SVP Enterprise Risk Management & Talent Experience

Thanks, Shelie. An engaged workforce is absolutely critical to our strategy and to our overall success.  I

think it has to start with the environment we’re creating here at Jacobs … a place where our people can

thrive … do the things that give their careers meaning and purpose … and ultimately, creating a place

where they can grow.  One of our key focus areas is fostering a learning culture where our people are

enabled to continuously learn new skills quickly … be curious, experiment and take smart risks … share

feedback…help each other grow … and celebrate those who learn, adapt and innovate.

This brings the best solutions to our clients … helps Jacobs evolve and be more resilient … and drives

sustainable growth. It also attracts new talent to our teams and keeps our people connected, engaged and

passionate about what they’re doing!
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And part of loving what you do, is having an interesting and fulfilling career. We’ve all talked about how

our people can easily have multiple careers at Jacobs and never leave … enabled by the diversity of our

work … our global footprint … and our wide spectrum of clients.  But navigating that is not easy.

So, we must look at talent as an ecosystem. And that’s really what we’re focused on at Jacobs.  We are

implementing technology, tools and resources to better match our people to opportunities.  We have a

connected global team and are continuing to drive ongoing improvements in how we collaborate with

each other. This enables us to build and field a global resource bench for the expected pipeline of work

associated with infrastructure investment globally – as well as demand surges such as those in the

semiconductor and life sciences space – that both Tom and Patrick talked about earlier.

We know that if we foster a learning culture and unlock career opportunities, we’ll fuel long-term growth

for our people and Jacobs. Back to you, Shelie …

Shelie Gustafson

Thanks Shannon … I really like thinking of talent as an engaged ecosystem … which ties to the topic on

everyone’s mind around talent …. which is retention.  We’ve done quite well overall in retaining talent at

Jacobs.

Steve talked about the change in our culture from 2015 to 2021.  And a big part of our success has been

to listen to our people … measure improvement … and transparently share results. These positive

changes have been recognized by our people and are qualities that we will carry forward in our new

strategy.

We are working to quantify and add to the company’s total employment value … the sum of all parts of

our culture, including purpose, benefits, flexible new ways of working, career opportunities, wellbeing,

inclusion and diversity … and many other components.

Our culture survey results indicate that our employees take pride in Jacobs … feel they belong … are

highly engaged … AND are aligned with our values. Steve and Bob both mentioned the importance of

purpose today … And our new strategy further connects people to our purpose. That’s what I’m excited

about as we launch the strategy and continue to evolve our culture to support, empower and enable our

people.

When Steve started today, he spoke about accountability. We are fully committed to driving this next step

change in our culture and we will measure our progress and success through frequent pulse surveys and
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our people metrics.  We will continue to hold leaders accountable by providing analytics to inform their

decisions – and will continue to tie compensation to their performance.

Our future is bright; and thinking back to those “What if” opportunity statements . . .  we will advance the

employee experience around those areas to truly make Jacobs a world where you can!

I’m now turning it over to Kevin Berryman, President and Chief Financial Officer to summarize the financial

growth targets.

VALUE-CREATING EARNINGS POWER

Kevin Berryman, President & Chief Financial Officer

As you have heard from our people across Jacobs, we are aligned behind a common purpose with a

comprehensive strategy to achieve robust growth … which translates into a compelling investment thesis

for our shareholders.

Let’s take a deeper look at some of the key attributes of our business model.

We have large and growing addressable markets across multiple thematic opportunities. Through both

organic investments and a purposeful remixing of our portfolio in areas like Digital Consulting, Data

Analytics, Cyber and Space-based ISR, we have been able to gain access to newer higher growth markets.

These actions have resulted in the expected growth rate of our addressable market increasing from low to

mid-single digits during our 2016 to 2019 strategy … to 5% to 7% now - with further acceleration in

2025 and beyond.

Consistent with our past actions, we plan to focus on the higher margin opportunities within our key

markets that will drive the ability to also expand operating profit margins while accelerating our revenue

growth. Our deep technical expertise, well documented past performance, and vision for delivering

innovative solutions provides a distinct competitive advantage.

Today, approximately two thirds of our revenue is recurring from large, well-funded government contract

vehicles or multi-year agreements with private sector customers. This recurring revenue provides a

resilient base of highly consistent earnings.

And over two thirds of our expected next twelve months revenue is from revenue already in backlog.  It is

important to note that we typically backlog only the first two years of longer-term contracts over $75

million dollars of annual value on a rolling basis. We believe this provides a better leading indicator of

revenue growth as it strengthens the clarity of the medium-term growth outlook.
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Our business is also well diversified across the largest global economies with 70% of net revenue from

North America, 23% in Europe and the remainder mainly from Australia and New Zealand. Across these

regions we have strong relationships and scale with large government and private sector entities which

gives us the ability to gain revenue synergies from introducing new technology and services at minimal

incremental customer acquisition cost.

Today, reimbursable billable hours represent 76% of our net revenue, providing a hedge against

inflationary increases in labor costs. More importantly, we are also applying technology-enabled solutions

to solve inflationary impacts for our customers. We are creating and deploying new technology such as

advanced digital twins …  automated design … intelligent asset management … and other software-

based solutions from our StreetLight and BlackLynx portfolio. Over time, we expect that these technology

solutions will result in a greater leverage of our existing talent base and drive a larger percentage of digital

oriented, high margin recurring revenue for Jacobs.

2018 to 2021 Performance

One of the exciting financial attributes of our business is that we have the flexibility to adjust our

investments to a variety of macro environments as our services are aligned to solving the everchanging

needs of the global economy.

From 2018 to today, we have grown our business organically through the pandemic, with strategic

acquisitions accelerating our performance. Today we are well positioned to capitalize on strong secular

growth trends – with an attractive operating model that can deliver consistent and robust free cash flow

going forward.

Transforming the portfolio through organic investments and acquisitions is a key tenet of our strategy. We

focus on a combination of the organic performance of the business and the pro forma growth including

targeted acquisitions.  Our strategic acquisitions allow us to immediately gain access to new capabilities

and technology to rapidly capture revenue and cost synergies.

As a result, since 2018 we have been able to grow net revenue at a CAGR of 9% and 4% organically,

excluding acquisitions.

More importantly we have remixed the portfolio, such that the incremental growth is contributing at a

higher incremental margin. Our 2021 adjusted EBITDA to net revenue margin grew to nearly 11% from

just over 9% in 2018. And we grew adjusted EBITDA at CAGR of 11% on a pro forma basis.
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Our disciplined approach to deploying capital has also resulted in an improved return on invested capital

by nearly 250 basis points since 2018. We remain focused on acquiring value-added additions to the

portfolio that deliver returns above our cost of capital, while improving absolute levels of ROIC over time.

We also focus on free cash flow as a key financial metric. We track it both on a reported basis and adjusting

for the impact of certain more discrete related cash items.

Our underlying free cash flow generation and conversion to adjusted earnings has continued to improve

consistent with our transformation efforts and has reached our stated target of at least 1x conversion vs

adjusted net income.

Let me now show the history of our free cash flow and describe some of the non-recurring items that

impacted free cash flow as well as the impact from restructuring and integration efforts.

In fiscal 2018 to 2019 we made significant changes to our portfolio including the $3.3 billion dollar

acquisition of CH2M, and the sale of our oil and gas E&C business for $3.4 billion dollars. These actions

resulted in significant one-time costs to reshape our portfolio. At the same time, our underlying ability to

drive cash flow dramatically improved, resulting in a strong balance sheet, which then supported the $2

billion dollar investment in PA Consulting.

As we look forward, we expect the discrete cash and P&L items to subside as we now have established a

transformed portfolio that is positioned to deliver a strong growth profile.

As a result of these efforts and the underlying cash generative nature of our business, we continue to

expect robust free cash flow generation and are targeting 1x free cash flow conversion to adjusted net

income for fiscal 2022. Longer term we see the opportunity to convert cash flow above 1x.

Now let’s hear from Kelly O’Connor who is leading our growth and business process enhancement

initiative, Focus 2023, to talk about how it unlocks our ability to accelerate our investments in growth …

and drives improved cash flow generation.

Focus 2023

Kelly O’Connor, SVP Transformation

Thanks, Kevin. We have already taken several choreographed actions to transform Jacobs and to build on

our culture of challenging today and reinventing tomorrow.

The external environment is increasing the need to be bold around our solutions-oriented growth

aspirations and to foster speed, agility and productivity. Our Focus 2023 program is designed to execute
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on these strategic imperatives and is tied directly to our differentiators of operational excellence, global

delivery, and digital enablement.

For example, deliberate actions to streamline and digitize our end-to-end project delivery and invoicing

capability, resulted in a 9-day reduction in DSO over a 15-month period and record free cash flow.

As we look ahead, key elements of our Focus 2023 program include ….

… an enhanced cost structure through globally harmonized processes

… executing automated design, such as in our Advanced Facilities business, to increase delivery quality
and speed

… decreasing our fixed costs such as a 30% reduction in real estate footprint resulting in $38M of run rate
benefit and improved flexible workspaces for our people

… building capability to rapidly identify and scale solutions offerings for our clients … and transforming
our commercial models and revenue streams to drive higher margins.

We expect these actions to result in $100 million dollars of recurring benefit by the end of fiscal 2022 and

$200 million dollars in the longer term.  Our employees will experience an integrated and seamless global

platform; our clients will benefit from cutting edge advisory and technical solutions, and we will unlock

value for our shareholders. Back to you, Kevin…

Kevin Berryman

Thanks Kelly. As Kelly laid out, Focus 2023 helps accelerate our ability to drive further investment in our

people and growth accelerators.

Now let’s discuss our financial performance expectations for 2022 to 2024.

You have heard that our diverse portfolio is expected to provide strong financial performance under a

variety of economic scenarios … with all parts of our business poised for significant value-added revenue

growth. Let me highlight some underlying financial dynamics of each business.

Critical Mission Solutions currently has a total new business pipeline of $30 billion dollars with over $10

billion dollars in source selection. Our historical win rates on new business over the last 2 years has been

36% … with our rebid win rate, excluding contracts we decided not to pursue, in the mid-80s.

Within the $10 billion dollars in source selection, we have numerous opportunities across the high priority

areas within Federal budgets.  We are specifically excited about a potential new large systems integration

opportunity that would represent over $200 hundred million dollars of new annual revenue for the
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business. We expect to hear about this award around the end of the current calendar year.  We also have

several opportunities in excess of $50 million in annual revenue in areas such as intelligent asset

management.

From a revenue growth trajectory, we have now materially lapped the impact of the two low margin

contracts … and are poised for revenue growth over the balance of the year … which includes strong

double-digit growth in the second half. While the impact of the continuing resolution is dampening the

growth in the short-term, we expect this near-term budgetary impact to be resolved in the coming weeks.

The combination of our alignment to high-priority, high-growth areas of the US and other government

budgets… and a robust new business pipeline … provides us confidence to achieve double-digit adjusted

operating profit growth.

Moving to People and Places Solutions, and as Steve and Bob described, Climate Change, Global

Infrastructure Modernization, and investment in supply chain improvements in semiconductors and life

sciences are resulting in strong backlog growth.  While the delay in the passing of the US Infrastructure bill

has impacted short term revenue growth in the Americas, our largest People and Places segment, we

expect a significant pick up in both conversion of new funding into sales opportunities and backlog later in

2022, with subsequent revenue growth materially beginning in fiscal 2023. As the Americas builds

momentum, our Advanced Facilities unit, which includes our semiconductor and life sciences business, is

already showing double-digit growth year-over-year and is expected to accelerate further over the

balance of fiscal year 2022.

In addition, our international business in People and Places has shown consistent and solid growth rates

which is expected to continue. This is the result of funding levels that have been more consistent from

their respective governments.

Finally, our investment in PA Consulting is well aligned to high growth sectors of Digital Transformation

and front-end strategic planning as customers continue to innovate their business models.  As we

highlighted on our first quarter 2022 conference call in detail, we believe there is upside to our valuation

as investors fully recognize the strong double digit revenue growth and 20% operating profit margin

profile of our PA Consulting investment.

2022 to 2024 Organic Financial Targets

Turning to our 2022 to 2024 targets, from a total company standpoint, we expect a 7% to10% CAGR in

organic net revenue from fiscal 2021 to fiscal 2024, which is an acceleration from our performance from
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Fiscal Year 18 to 21.  From an adjusted operating profit margin standpoint, we expect approximately 60 to

100 basis points of operating profit margin expansion.

This results in strong double-digit adjusted operating profit and adjusted EBITDA growth.  In addition, we

expect continued improvement in ROIC of 125-175 basis points by the end of 2024.

This robust performance positions the company to achieve our previously stated $10.00 adjusted EPS

target in fiscal 2025.

And when including the benefits of incremental investments in our Climate Response, Data Solutions, and

Consulting and Advisory accelerators, we believe there is an upside scenario to reach over 10% net

revenue growth over the period, which would include the benefits of both organic and inorganic

investments.  Note that we have not included any inorganic benefits in our previously noted $10.00

adjusted EPS target in fiscal year 2025.

This strong organic growth is driven by several secular growth drivers that underpin multiple areas of our

business. Let me provide a different lens that supports the ability for us to deliver the $10.00.

We have over $7 billion dollars of net revenue aligned against key global ESG priorities and infrastructure

modernization… $2 billion dollars of high-growth, high-margin data and consulting revenue … $1billion

dollars of revenue associated with critical investments in supply chains – including semiconductors and

pharma, and $1.5 billion dollars of revenue related to the high priorities of national security and space

exploration.  Nearly every facet of our business is aligned to strong growth opportunities.

So as we execute our new strategy, we expect the blended growth opportunity for those future earnings to

be more robust and provide upside to what is implied in today’s share price valuation.

Now let me turn to discuss Divergent Solutions and its capability to support our growth through 2024 and

beyond.  As you have heard, we are working on operationalizing Divergent Solutions and would expect the

ability to report revenue and profit in the first quarter of fiscal 2023.

Divergent Solutions will include our Cyber and Intelligence unit … Rapid Solutions Space ISR business …

and all of our software and technology solutions, including Blacklynx and recently acquired StreetLight

Data. We also plan to transition a number of highly technical specialists from our People and Places

business that currently provide solutions for critical infrastructure environments such as Cyber Operational

Technology.  In total, this represents over $1 billion dollars of expected Fiscal Year 22 net revenue with an

adjusted operating profit margin above 10%.   Given the demand for these solutions, we expect these
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capabilities to grow net revenue strong double-digits as we gain the ability to focus on this high growth

market and accelerate the adoption of the capabilities across Jacobs.

Exiting 2024 and entering 2025

I would like to provide some directional guidance on the makeup of Jacobs in 2024.

In fiscal 2024, our People and Places business is expected to be close to ~$7 billion dollars of net revenue

with improving adjusted operating profit margin and aligned to a diverse set of growth opportunities

including infrastructure modernization, climate response and supply chain investments.

As we exit fiscal 2024, our Consulting and Advisory business and Divergent Solutions could represent over

~$3 billion dollars of high-growth business with an operating profit profile approaching 20% of revenue.

Critical Missions, excluding Divergent Solutions, could represent approximately ~$5 billion dollars of

long-term, highly recurring revenue aligned to high-priority secular growth trends of national security,

space exploration and energy transition – and with an improving margin profile.

In addition to our ability to grow organically, our robust free cash flow through 2024 will generate

significant balance sheet capacity to further deploy capital.

When deploying capital, it is important to continually assess whether there is a material dislocation in our

equity valuation … and repurchase shares to drive shareholder value when this occurs. We have proven

that we will be agile in this regard, with over $1.7 billion dollars of share repurchases since this

management team has led Jacobs, with an average share price of $77.

We have already highlighted our ability to deploy capital towards acquisitions and the significant impact

on shareholder value. We have proven our ability to evaluate, execute and integrate partners that result in

accelerated levels of organic growth, higher margins and higher ROIC.

Our strategy remains to deploy capital in an agile manner that maximizes returns for our shareholders. If

the future environment results in less attractive available strategic acquisitions that exceed the return

profile of buying back our own shares, we plan to be more proactive returning capital through share

repurchases. Under this scenario we would target a 2x net debt to adjusted EBITDA leverage which

translates to a potential ~$11.00 of 2025 earnings power.

In the event that strategic investments aligned to our strategy become available at attractive returns

greater than buying back our own shares, we would consider increasing leverage up to 3x net debt to
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adjusted EBITDA, and then quickly de-lever.  Under this scenario, where more capital is deployed toward

acquisitions, there is opportunity for earnings power to approach ~$12.00 per share in 2025.

We are proud of what we have accomplished over the last two strategic planning periods. We have met the

ambitious goals and targets that we set for ourselves and are excited about the transformed company that

we have become. As we look ahead, we believe our new strategy represents a culmination of the collective

efforts of our teams around the globe.  Now is the time to embrace this new future.  It is tangible …  …

within our reach … and aligned with our purpose.

Steve, back to you.

Final statement

Steve Demetriou

Thank you, Kevin.  I hope you all share our excitement for what’s ahead for Jacobs.  Our three-year

strategy is inclusive … targeted … and boldly moves us forward to becoming a company like no other. We

look forward to delivering on the vision we have set for our people, our clients, our communities – and our

shareholders. And I am honored to work with this team to continue to Challenge today and Reinvent

tomorrow.


